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I have read, with much interest, the discussion by the Siam 

Society of this vexed question, and I agree that some sort of system 

should be adopted so as to ensure at !Past a measut·e of uniform ity in 

the transliteration of Siamese words. Unfortunately I have not had the 

opportunity of reading M. Petithuguenin's papPr in full, so that I can 

offer no criticism one way or another. The question of romanisation 

has however interested me for some time, and I have also fdt the need 

of some uniform method of transliteration. I have been t1·ying a cer• 

tain system, which has been used for some little time past in Court 

Circulars; but I have nevertheless felt that it is still imperfect, and 

even in Court Circulars, the transliteration of proper names has nut 

been quite uniform. The -reasons for this are as follows : 

1 ). Wherever words of Sanskrit or Pali origin appear, the 

system as adopted by Orient.alists for the translitetation of Devani'lgari 

characters has been followed, hut 

2 ). In transliterating purely Siamese words, the system does 

not work so wel l, and gives rise to not a f~:~w misconceptions which tend 

to confuse. Thus; for example, take the word '' Yl'll,•' which, by the 

aforesaid system, would be transliterated as " dan " ; but there is also a 

Siamese word with the same sound, viz. '' ~ll,'' which has a totally 

different meaning. How is the word to be tt·ansliterated so as to 

differentiate it from '' Yl~ "? If we are to argue that the letter " Vl ,-, 

is merely a corruption of the letter " -1'1," <1nd that therefore the letter 

" t" should represent it, then we should have to romanise the word 

•' ri~ '' as "tan!'' But then what above the Siamese word '' Plll '' 
' 
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\'hich again has a totally different meaning, but whose sound is really 

exactly what might be properly represented by " tan " ? This will be 

enough to show the impracticability of entirely adopting the Orienta

list eystem of transliteration for purely Siamese words. It is evident 

that some sort of modification is required; 

3 ). Another cause of the irregularity in the transliterating of 

proper names, which have appeared from time to time in Court 

Circulars, is as follows : There are certain proper names which, 

though wrongly romanised, have become so well-known that one 

hesitates to change them before some sort of definite system for 

transliteration has been adopted. For example take the name of 
-..... . . 41 wr:mvtYHIJ." By the Orientalist system, It should be" Blbadh"; 

but the gentleman him~elf spells his name " Phipat," presumably 

following the rule of phonetic spelling, and he has been " Phya 

Phipat" so long, that were he to be mentioned as " Phya Bibadh," 

very likely the general public may even think this to be another 

gentleman altogether. This is the reason for the irregularity which 

has characterised the romanisation of proper names in Court 

Circulars. 

Personally, I think it absolutely futile to attempt to trans

literate phonetically, most attempts towards adopting any such system 

being usually attended by results both ludicrous and confusing. The 

chief objection in my opinion, is that each person spells according to hi!! 

own individual sense of hearing. Thus1 the late Director of the Royal 

Survey Department used to write '' Muang Ohawn " when we meant 

to romanise "L~!J.~ ~(f"! It does not in any way represent the Siamese 

pronunciation of the name. A local newspaper has it that it does not 

understancl why a word written "Yugala" should be pronounced 

~·Yukhon." But then, nor do I understand why a word written "though" 

$hould be pronounced " tho " ; worse still, why should '' who " be pro

M.onnced "' hoo," while 1
' when" is pronounced "wen," not " hen" '! 
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These, however, are noli quite fair examples, for " Yugala" is so writt 'en 

because of its derivation from the Sanskrit , so that we must compare 
it with an English word de1·ived from some classical or other language. 
For example, the word " physic " is pronounced as though it we1·e 
written " fissik," not " fi e-sik " as should be the case were the " y " to 
retain its ordinary vowel sound. Again to write "ml3disin," "doktor," 
"manoover," and "leftenant " would be phonetically correct, though 
the words would look very strange. Proper names phonetically writ
ten would look stranger still, as fo1· example "Jorge Jalcsun," " 'Walte1· 
Wotsun," &c. French is not much better. :B'or example the ve r b 

"aimer" ; " aime," '' aimes," " aim~nt," are all differently written, 
though phonetically they are pronounced practically the same. Why 

then should we do not write "J'aime," "tu aime," and "ils airne" ? 

Again why write " trap tard" when you pronounce it "tro tar" ? Also 
a stranger having been told that the French fo r boat is " bateau," what 
is there to pr13vent him ft•om writ ing "caneau'' instead of "canot" wheu 

mentioning another kind of hoat ? The explanation is too obvious to 
need being repeated ; and for a similar reason, it should also be quite 
obvious why words derived from Sansh it or Pali should be written 
apparently without any rt:>gard to their phonetic pronunciation . If 
we are to preserve the etymology of words, we must spell t hem as 
nearly as possible like what they used t o be in the original. All 
writing, after all, is mere conventional signs, to t ranscribe spoken 
words. The value of each sign is what one chooses to give to it. 'l'hus, 
were I to inveut a new form of w1·iting, there is no reason why I should 
not put down a sign " (x)" thus and give it a sound value the same 
as n or '' k," and so long as I always used (x) to represent the same 
sound, that seems to be all that really matters; confusion would on ly 
arise when I use that sign as I please, and make it stand for more 
sounds than one. Thus, in my opinion, it is a mere matter of 
convention as to how such and such a Siamese word sho11ld be 
romanised, for no matter how much one t ries, there is absolutely no 
use hoping to romanise Siamese words liO as to be 11honeticall y 
CO!Tect. 

I therefore suggest. that a conventional system be auopteu fo t· 
romanisation, and the following are my own suggestions:-

1 ) . All words derived fl'Om Pali or Sanskrit shonlrl be 
romanised accm·ding to the Orientalist r ule, as fa r as possible, wit;li a 
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few modifications, as for example 11 r might still be transliterated , 
" buri,'' though '' puri" would obviously be more correct ; but, 

though manifestly a corruption, it is not really teo- corrupt to be 

confusing. 

2) In romanising purely Siamese words, the same rule might 

be followed m case of certain letters, but the rule might be modified 

by the introduction of certain Roman characters to represent Siamese 

characters and also by a little shifting about of consonants in order 

to make them more closely represent the Siamese sound. For example. 

the letter "'J " represents " ':ll " in words of classical origin such as-

'"""" '' fJ'Jfi'l/" which would be written '' Vijit," but supposing we wanted to 

"" write the purely Siamese word "'~'~'" (meaning" close"), to write 

"jid" would be absurd. We therefore require another letter to 

represent the "':ll" for Siamese words and I propose that Pallegoix's 

system should be adopted, i.e·., use "X" to represent the letter "'" in 

purely Siamese words. I also propose that the letter " Q," which is 

not employed at all in the romanisation of Pali or Sanskrit, might be 

employed to represent the letter " l'f" in purely Siamese w.ords, " G " 

being used only in words of classical origin. This may alter the ap

pearance of a few well-known words: e. g., '"Chang" (elephant) would 

become "Xang," "Klong" (canal} would become " Qlong," and so 

on, but they would not be so altered as to be absolutely unrecogni

iiable, and one would in time get used to their new form. 

3) l pl'Opose that the tone value of Siamese consonants might 

be ignored altogether, "high" and ""low" consonants of the same 

class ]:; . .' ng represented by the same Roman characters, so that distinc

tive mark;; might not have to be employed on consonants. Thus, 

"VlVJ " and " f)PJ " would both be romanised as " Thad"; " wll" and 

'' ~ .. '1-J " would both be "Plum;" and "6'1-J " and '' '1!U " would both 

be "Son." This may seem contusing, but in practice I do not antici

pate much trouble, since the context would always serve to make clear 
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the meaning. For instance, in . English "all" and "awl" are pro

nounced just the same, but no one ever makes a mistake and thinks that 

the shoemaker uses his " all" to bore holes with ! Similarly, in 

French one would hardly make the mistake of writing about people 

embarking in "canaux" when "canots" is what is meant. 

For similar reasons as given above, l think it would be best also 

to ignorE' all Siamese tone accents : ' ..., ..-1 • 

4) I would however insist on words being transliterated as 

closely as possible to the original ; I mean to say, that any attempts at 

such fanciful transliteration as "Ohawn " for "~(I " should not be 

encouraged. It might of course be objected that to romanise ''~a" al!! 

'' J ol" is not correct, since it rea.llr sounds more like "Chon"; but 

then •vhy write "who" when you read it "hoo," and why write "why" 

when "y" would do just as well? Why write" canot" when you only 

call it "cano"? And you would hardly recognise "Ilfebo" unless you 

read it out aloud, which would at once prove that to write '' Il fait 

beau" is really sheer waste of time, and is not more phonetically cor

rect than the strange looking " llfebo." 

After all, if l understand rightly, what is required is a system 

for romanising such Siamese words and proper names as have to be 

ust>d in conjunction with English or some other European language, 

and not to wholly write the Siamese language in Roman characters. 

If the latter were the intention, then I should strongly object to having 

anything to do with the proposal at all; but if the former is the case, 

then I really believe that l might submit that my proposed system of 

romanisation may not be found inadequate. 

Taking the consonants first, the following is my proposed table 

of transliteration : 
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Roman. 
Siamese letters. 

For purely For Sanskrit & 
Pali derivatives. Siamese. 

n K K 

1 (·]) Kh Kh 

l'l (P1) G Q 
'lf Gh Gh 

~ N (or Ng) Ng ,. Ch Ch 

1l Chh Chh 

~ J X 

'11 s 
w Jh 

ty il N (or Ny) 

~ n 

lJ T ·r 
j Th 'l'h 

"YJ D D 

rn Dh Dh 

ru N N 

rl D 

1'1 T ·r 
fl 'l'h 'l'h 

n D Th 

1! Dh 'l'h 

u N N 

ll B-
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Roman. 
Siamese letters. 

For Sanskrit & For Purely 
Pali derivatives. Siamese. 

11 p p 

"' Ph Ph 

~ F 

"r'l B Ph 

w F 

n Bh Blt 

).1 M M: 

ll y y 

1 R R 

"' L L 

I) Vot· W Vor W 

1-i , 
s 

H Sh 

~ s s 
,., 

H H 

l't r. 
d H 

~ ~l Ri, Rt Rt, Rt 

fJ f]l Li, Li Li, Lt 

N. B. As a rule, when" V1" is followed by a "1," the combination 
is pronounced as though it were '"":If," e.g.," ¥11-3," fen· what reason it? 
·seems hard to explain; bnt since such is the rule, we may as well romanise 
&!l such words by using an "S." (Personally, I believe it arose out of the 
fact, that our religious teachers at one period in our history came ove1• 

fi'Ohl Bm·ma; and the Bnrmese pronounce the "V1" as "th" iu "thin," 
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which the Siamese doubtless found too hard to manage, not being 
given to lisping, so that the "s" sound was substituted for it). 

So far so good. Next come the vowels, which are even more 
difficult to romanise than the consonants. The simple vowels present 
no difficulty at all; for giving each Roman vowel its value in Italian, 
and adding the circumflex for long sounds, we arrive at the following 
table:-

... 
=1 

A 
=1 

=U , 
=ll 

1 

Some dipthongs are also comparatively easy, thus~'" 

= ae 

ll=ae 

11 = ai 

tl1U = ai or ~J 

Ltl1 =au or ao 

fl1r.J = ao 
.... 
tl'J = iu 

tlU = uy 
l 

~ f}l) = eO' 

U.fl'} = aeO' 
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L rltl oe 

L !lll oey 

mm oy 

lmJ oy 
"-' 

tVJ na 

f)fJU nay 

..!. 
Ltltl~ J[t 

..&. 
Ia Lr:Jtl 

.... 
Lt:I!J ii:~ 

.!I 
Lt:ltlU - iiay 

""' L tl tJI1 - 1au 

It remains to mention that the short "o" sound would_ be 

naturally represented by "o" without the circumflex, so that we get 

"On" fm· "tl~," "Ong" for"!).:]," " 0!.:'' for "tln," and so on. 

Now comes the greatest of o.ll stumbling blocks in the way of 

roma.nisation, namely how to represent the sound " t~rl." Mr. Giblin 

used "aw", but there are a. great many drawbacks to its -adoption; 

for example, it seems almost impossible to recognise "Menam Nawi" 

until one looks at the map, when it would dawn upon on~ that the 
I !-' .... 

name is meant for " 111-l ~ 1 ~ t!U " and not for 11. newly dis-

covered stream of the name of " u.n " ! On the other hand, 

if we employ an "o" to represent the sound " tltl," there is great danger 

of confusion, since the same letter has to represent also the short and 

long "o " sound ; thus, when we come across a word written "han," it 

would be extremely hard to know whether to read,; ~U,'' or "lYI~," 
or " ~OU." The sound " LtJ1:" is another which I find hard to 

represent with Roman vowels. I have observed, that when the sound 

occurs in such words as " Lfl'l: " it is represented by " oh." Are 

' 
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we to take it that " h" placed. aftee a vowel has the effect of shol't

ening it? It does not have that effect iu English, smely. I confess 

I find myself unable to offer any satisfactory suggestion as to how 

the sounds "tltl " and '' Ltn:" should be represented, and since 

both are sounds feequently employed iu Siamese, I think that some

thing ought to be decided about their transliteration. 

The whole question of Romanisation eeally concerns the Eueo

pean more than my people; but at the same time, I should be glad to 

see some sort of uniform system adopted, rather than to have to endure 

the haphazard and fanciful systems, which not only each body of men 

but also each individual, seems to use for romanising my language. 

Since the question concerns Europeans more than it does us, I consi

der that the proper body to discuss the question is · the Siam Society, 

and I beg to submit this paper as an expression of iny own peesonal 

opinion, in my capacity of Patron of the Siam ~ociety, of whieh 

position I may say I am extremely proud. 

VA.JIIU. VUDH IL 



NOTE. 

His ~Iajesty having been graciously pleased to send to oUr 
Society for publication a set·ies of suggest,ions regarding . the 
Homanisation of Siamese words, with the exprdss desire that these 
suggestions should be taken into consideration, it was decided at a 

meeting of the Council held on January 7th, in the fir st place-to print 

His Majesty's paper and to distribute it to subscribers. At the same 
time a Committee, consisting of Mr. Ceosby, Mr. Petithuguenin and the 

undersigned, was appointed to repm·t about the various schemes 

now before the Society, ( viz., in addition to His Majesty's pa~r, 
Dr. Frankfueter's paper in Vol. III, part 2, and Mr. Petithugu,enin's 

paper in Vol. IX, part 3 ), and the feasibility of adopting a system 
of romanisation for the publications of the Siam Society. The Council, 
in pursuing this course, believe that they are best fulfilling the wishes 

of His Majesty, fot· whose consideration of their effm·ts they beg to 
express their humble thanks. 

Fm· the Council of the Siam Society, 

0. FRANKFUHTER, Ph. D. 

as Pre1idem. 




